Halloween Safety!

Keep Yourself Safe
- Always let someone know where you are going, who you are with, and what time you are returning
- Ensure children are accompanied by an adult
- Stay together as a group, with friends
- Do not enter people’s houses or cars
- Choose well-lit routes and homes
- Ensure treats are checked by an adult
- Pumpkin carving should be done under adult supervision OR consider painting your pumpkins instead

Clothing
- Buy clothing that conforms to toy safety regulations and is flame retardant
- Be sure costumes fit properly to prevent tripping
- Consider face make up instead of a mask, which may impede vision
- Ensure that props will not cause injury if a child falls on them
- Any props should conform to toy safety regulations and have a “CE” label
- Any face paints should conform to EN-71 regulations

Road Safety
- Go out in daylight hours, if possible
- Take a flashlight or glow stick
- Wear reflective clothing
- Remove masks when crossing road
- Remember to use cross walks whenever crossing the street

Fire Safety
- Ensure decorations are placed away from any heat source or open flames
- Consider using flameless candles or glow sticks OR ensure candles will not tip over and are not placed on or near things that may catch fire
- Ensure that exits are easily identified by party guests and not blocked by any decorations